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Let q be a positive integer, q2. In 1979, Coquet proved that a q-multiplicative
function of modulus 1 is pseudo-random if and only if its FourierBohr spectrum
is empty. In this article, we show that a consequence of this result is that the exist-
ence of a FourierBohr spectrum for the image by a character of a RZ-valued
q-additive function f is equivalent to the existence of some constant : and a
sequence An in RZ such that the sequence of measures 1[x] nx $( f (n)&:n&ALog q (x))
converges vaguely to a probability measure & on RZ; we extend this result to
q-additive functions with values in a locally compact abelian group.  1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A. Notations and Definitions
N (resp. N*, Z, R, C, T) denotes the set of the non-negative integers
(resp. positive integers, integers, real numbers, complex numbers, complex
numbers of modulus 1), and q is a fixed element of N* greater than 1. If
x is in R, we use the notations &x& for Min[ |x&n|; n # Z], e(x) for e2i?x,
[x] for Max[n; nx, n # Z], and if x is positive, Logq(x) for [(Log x)
(Log q)]. $(a) is the measure consisting of a unit mass at the point a. If
z # C, Re z is the real part of z.
Every n of N can be written in a unique way n=+k=0 ak(n) } q
k,
0ak(n)q&1, k0, and N can be identified with a subset of E=[x;
0xq&1] N.
For t in E, we write
t= :
+
k=0
ak(t) } qk, ty&= :
ky
ak(t) } qk,
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and we define on E the probability measures
+k(ak(t))=
1
q
, += }
k0
+k .
Given a T-valued function f : N  T, following N. Wiener [17], we
define the correlation function # of f by
#(t)= lim
x  +
1
x
:
nx
f (n+t) } f (n)
if for every t in N this limit exists. Since # is a positive definite sequence,
the BochnerHerglotz Theorem gives that # is the Fourier transform of a
probability measure on T, called the spectral measure of f. Moreover, if
lim
x  +
1
x
:
nx
|#(n)| 2=0,
then f is said pseudo-random (in the sense of Bertrandias [1]).
The Bohr spectrum Sp( f ) of a T-valued function f : N  T is the set of
the elements : of [0, 1[ such that
lim sup
x  +
1
x } :nx f (n) } e
2i?n:}>0.
Let G be an abelian group, with a group law denoted by +. A G-valued
function f : N  G is a q-additive function if
f (n)= :
+
k=0
f (ak(n) } qk), f (0 } qk)=0.
If u is a G-valued q-additive function, for y>0, we define
uy&(t)= :
0ky
u(ak(t) } qk).
If G=T, the T-valued q-additive functions are called in the literature
q-multiplicative functions of modulus 1. These functions have been
the object of research by many authors, for instance A.O. Gelfond [7],
J. Coquet [3] [4] [5], who proved in [3] that the correlation function of
such a function always exists, T. Kamae [5] [8], M. Mende s France [5]
[13] and M. Que ffelec [14].
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B. A First Consequence of a Result of J. Coquet
In 1979, Coquet [3] proved the following result:
Coquet’s Theorem. Let g be a q-multiplicative function of modulus 1,
and f a RZ-valued q-additive function such that e( f (n))= g(n) for all n in
N. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) g is pseudo-random
(2) the Bohr spectrum of g is empty
(3) \: # [0, 1[, :
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
& f (aqr)+:aqr&2=+
(4) :
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
& f (aqr)&af (qr)&2=+.
Now using the method of the author developed in [12], one has:
Theorem 1. If g is a q-multiplicative function of modulus 1, and f a
RZ-valued q-additive function such that e( f (n))= g(n) for all n in N, the
following assertions are equivalent:
(a) The FourierBohr spectrum of g is not empty
(b) There exists some : such that the sequence [ fy&(t)&:ty&] is
essentially convergent in RZ.
An immediate application of a result of P. Le vy [9] gives that assertion
(3) in Coquet’s Theorem means that the sequence [ fy&(t)&:ty&] is
essentially divergent for all :, and so, this property is equivalent to the
pseudo-randomness of g. Now, it may happen that g is pseudo-random,
but for some exponent k, k{0, 1, gk is not pseudo-random. In this case,
there exists a minimal exponent k0 such that the equivalent assertions (a)
and (b) of Theorem 1 hold for the function k0 } f. So, it appears that the
non-pseudo-randomness of the image by some character of RZ-valued
q-additive function f provides information on the distribution on the values
of f. (It can be remarked that conversely, if all these images are pseudo-
random sequences, then a precise description of the flow associated
naturally to g can be given (for this topic, see for instance Theorem 7 in
the survey article [10] of P. Liardet)). To conclude, Coquet’s result implies
the following Theorem:
Theorem 2. The existence of a FourierBohr spectrum for the image by
a character of a RZ-valued q-additive function f is equivalent to the exist-
ence of some constant : and a sequence An in RZ such that the sequence of
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measures 1[x] nx $( f (n)&:n&A Log q (x)) converges vaguely to a probability
measure & defined on RZ.
C. A Generalization of Theorem 2
In this article, we shall consider the same problem in a general locally
compact abelian group. More precisely, let G be a locally compact abelian
group, f a G-valued q-additive function. We denote by G the dual group of
G, by m a Haar measure on G , and by S the subset of G defined by
S=[/ # G ; Sp(/( f )){<]. The Haar measures m and M, on G and G
respectively, are normalized as in [15], p. 103, and we refer to [2] for
generalities on integration on locally compact spaces. We shall prove the
following result:
Theorem 3. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, f a G-valued
q-additive function. We denote by G the dual group of G, by m a Haar
measure on G , and by S the subset of G defined by S=[/ # G ;
Sp(/( f )){<].
The following assertions are equivalent :
(a) The set S is not locally dm-negligible.
(b) There exist some element : and a sequence An in G, a probability
measure & on G, r0 an element of N, such that the sequence of measures
1[x] nx $( f (qr0 n)&:n&A Log q (x)) converges vaguely to the measure &.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
A. Auxiliary Results
Lemma 1. If r is a q-multiplicative function of modulus 1 and if there
exists M such that
Lim
x  +
‘
Mkx }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
r(aqk) }>0,
or equivalently
:
+
k=0
:
q&1
a=0
1&Re r(aqk)<+,
then
1
x
:
nx
r(n)=\ ‘
Logq x
k=0 \
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
r(aqk)+++o(1), x  +.
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Proof of Lemma 1. A proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [6].
Lemma 2. If the sequence of functions fk : [0, ..., q&1]  G is such that
for all k1, fk(0)=0, and for all / of G , the products
‘
N
k=1 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( fk(a))}
2
are convergent, then, for every compact set K of G , there exists a constant
C(K) such that for all / of K, one has
:
+
k=1
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( fk(a)))C(K).
Proof of Lemma 2. If (+k), k # N*, is the sequence of discrete probability
measures on G defined by fk , the hypothesis gives that the sequence
>Nk=1 |+k@(/)|
2 converges uniformly on every compact subset of G to the
Fourier Transform of a probability measure, and this implies that the
sequence of continuous functions >+k=N |+k@(/)| 2 converges to 1 uniformly
on every compact set. Let K be such a compact set. There exists N(K) such
that for NN(K), we have >+k=N |+k@(/)| 2e&2. This gives us that
}Log \ ‘
+
k=N } +k@(/) }
2
+}2.
Now, we remark that
}Log \ ‘
+
k=N } +k@(/) }
2
+}= }Log \ ‘
+
k=N
(1&(1&|+k@(/)| 2))+}
which can be written
:
+
k=N }Log(1&(1&|+k@(/)|
2)) } ,
and since for all u in [0, 1[, we have |Log(1&u)|u, this gives that
:
+
k=N
(1&|+k@(/)| 2) :
+
k=N
|Log(1&(1&|+k@(/)| 2))|
= }Log \ ‘
+
k=N
|+k@(/)|2+}2.
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Hence we get that
:
+
kN(K) \1& }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( fk(a))}
2
+2.
Now we remark that
1& } 1q :
q&1
a=0
/( fk(a))}
2
=1&
1
q2
:
0bq&1
0aq&1
/( fk(a)& fk(b))
and this can be written as
1& } 1q :
q&1
a=0
/( fk(a))}
2
=
1
q2
:
0bq&1
0aq&1
(1&/( fk(a)& fk(b))).
Hence we get that
:
KN(K)
1
q2
:
0bq&1
0aq&1
(1&/( fk(a)& fk(b)))2,
and since fk(0)=0 for all k1, we have
:
KN(K)
1
q2
:
0aq&1
b=0
(1&/( fk(a)& fk(b)))
+ :
kN(K)
1
q2
:
0bq&1
a=0
(1&/( fk(a)& fk(b)))
=2 :
kN(K)
1
q2
:
0aq&1
(1&Re /( fk(a)))2,
which implies that
:
kN(K)
:
0aq&1
(1&Re /( fk(a)))q2
To conclude, we remark that the sum
:
kN(K)
:
0aq&1
(1&Re /( fk(a)))
is trivially bounded by 2 } (q&1) } N(K).
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Lemma 3. If for all / of G , the products
‘
N
k=0 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk)) }
2
are convergent then there exist a sequence An in G and a probability measure
& on G such that the sequence of measures 1[x] nx $( f (n)&ALog q (x))
converges vaguely to the measure &.
Proof of Lemma 3. If G is metrizable, Lemma 3 is given by The ore me
1 in [12]. If G is not metrizable, the argument must be modified in the
same way as done in [11] in the case of ordinary G-valued multiplicative
functions: it suffices to remark that the sequence of products
‘
N
k=0 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk)) }
2
is the Fourier transform of a sequence of symmetric measures +sN , where +N
is defined by
+N= }
N
k=0 \
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
$( f (aqk)) + ,
and Lemma 3 is a consequence of the fact that the hypothesis implies the
existence of a compact neighborhood V of the origin such that
Lim
N  +
sup
x # G
+N(x+V)>0.
A result of I. Z. Ruzsa [16] gives that there exists a sequence An in G and
a probability measure & on G such that the sequence of measures
\}
N
k=0 \
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
$( f (aqk))++$(&A N)
converges vaguely to the measure &. Now, this implies that for every / of
G , the sequence
/ (AN) } ‘
N
k=0 \
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk))+
converges to &^(/), the Fourier transform of &, and by Lemma 1, the Fourier
transform in / of the measure 1[x] nx $( f (n)&ALog q (x)) tends to &^(/),
which is continuous. A classical result of P. Le vy gives that the sequence
1[x] nx $f (n)&A Log q (x)) converges vaguely to &.
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We denote by H the subset of elements / of G for which there exists an
integer N(/) and an element :(/) of [0, 1[ such that
Lim
M  +
‘
N(/)kM }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk)) } e(:(/) aqk)}>0.
Lemma 4. The set H is measurable.
Proof of Lemma 4. This is clear, since by the equivalence of (3) and (4)
in Coquet’s Theorem, H can be defined as the set of the / for which the
series
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re /( f (aqr)&af (qr)))
is convergent.
Lemma 5. The set H is a subgroup of G .
Proof of Lemma 5. Since for every / and /$ in G and a in G, we have
|1&/ } /$(a)| 22 } ( |1&/(a)|2+|1&/$(a)| 2), we get that if
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re /( f (aqr)&af (qr)))
and
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re /$( f (aqr)&af (qr)))
converge, then
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re / } /$( f (aqr)&af (qr)))
converges and so, / } /$ belongs to H.
Lemma 6. The following two assertions are equivalent:
(1) H is locally negligible
(2) S is locally negligible.
Proof of Lemma 6. 1 O 2 since S is a subset of H.
To prove that 2 O 1, we remark that H=r=0 [/; Sp(/( f (q
rn)){<].
If H is not locally negligible, then, Lemma 4 implies that it is open. So,
since the sequence of the sets [/; Sp(/( f (qrn)){<], r0, is increasing,
8 JEAN-LOUP MAUCLAIRE
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one of these sets, for some r0 , is not locally negligible. Now, by Coquet’s
result, to every / in this set, one can associate an element of Sp(/( f (n)).
This implies that S is not locally negligible, since it contains [/;
Sp(/( f (qr0n)){<].
These three last Lemmata give immediately
Proposition 1. The following two assertions are equivalent:
(1) H is an open subgroup of G .
(2) S is not locally negligible.
B. Proof of (b) O (a) in Theorem 3.
We remark that for all / of G , the Fourier transform in / of the measure
1[x] nx $( f (qr0n)&:n&A Log q (x)) tends to &^(/), i.e., by Lemma 1, that the
sequence
/ (AN) } ‘
N
k=0 \
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk+r0)&:aqk)+
converges to &^(/). This gives that
Lim
N  +
‘
N
k=0 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk+r0)&:aqk)}
2
=|&^(/)| 2.
Since |&^(/)| 2 takes the value 1 at the origin and is continuous, the products
‘
N
k=0 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk+r 0)&:aqk)}
2
are convergent on a set which is not locally negligible. Now, these products
can be written
‘
N
k=0 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk+r 0)) } e(:(/) } aqk)}
2
,
where :(/) is any real number such that e(:(/))=/ (:). This gives that the
sequence
‘
N
k=0 }
1
q
:
q&1
a=0
/( f (aqk)) } e \:(/)qr0 } aqk+}
2
,
is convergent on a set which is not locally negligible, and so, H is not
locally negligible. By Lemma 6, we get that S is not locally negligible.
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C. Proof of (a) O (b) in Theorem 3
We assume that H is an open subgroup of G . The method is the following:
first of all, we reduce the problem to the case H=G . Then, since G is a
locally compact abelian group, G can be written Rm_5, where 5 contains
an open compact subgroup K. So, we have to prove at least the implication
(a) O (b) of Theorem 3 in the two cases G=R and G contains an open
compact subgroup K. For the case G=R, we construct directly a number
: such that this implication is true, and when G is compact, we obtain such
an element : by an abstract duality method. Then, using a continuity
argument for measures, we can relate the case of a group containing an
open compact subgroup K to the compact group case, and this allows us
to get the solution of our problem in this case too. To obtain the general
result, it is then sufficient to prove that if the implication (a) O (b) of
Theorem 3 holds true in a group G1 and in a group G2 , it holds true in
the product group G=G1 } G2 .
C1. Reduction to the case H=G . Since G is a locally compact abelian
group, G can be written Rm_5, where 5 contains an open compact
subgroup K. Then, G can be written G =Rm } 5 , where 5 is the dual group
of 5. Now, since H is an open subgroup of G , it contains an elementary
neighborhood V of 0, which can be written V=(V$ } V"), where V$ (resp.
V") is an open neighborhood of 0 in Rm (resp. in 5 ). So, H contains the
open subgroup of Rm generated by V$, and by connectivity of Rm, H
contains Rm. This implies that H can be written H=Rm } ! , where ! is all
open subgroup of 5 . As an open subgroup of 5 , ! is closed, and so, locally
compact; moreover, 5 ! is discrete. We denote by H the orthogonal of H,
which is compact as a dual group of a discrete group, and remark that the
orthogonal of ! is a compact subgroup 2 of 5. A consequence is that the
quotient group GH is locally compact and can be written Rm } (52). Now,
it is sufficient to prove the implication a) O b) of Theorem 3 for the group
Rm } (52), since the Fourier transform of the measure & will be supported
by Rm } ! . So, the next step will be to prove the implication (a) O (b) of
Theorem 3 when H=[0], i.e. H=G .
C2. Proof of (a) O (b) in Theorem 3 when H=G .
(1) First step: G is compact.
In this case, the dual group G is discrete, and we shall prove that to a
given / in G , we can associate a unique element :(/) in [0, 1[ such that
the correspondence /  :(/) is a continuous group homomorphism. For
that purpose, we consider [0, 1[ with the discrete topology and identify it
with RZ. Since R is a vector space on Q, we can write R as a direct sum
of Q and H, where H is a subspace of R such that H & Q=[0]. This gives
that RZ is isomorphic to the direct sum of QZ and HZ, and since R(q),
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the subgroup of the rational numbers mod 1 which have for denominator
only some power of q, is a direct factor of QZ, R(q) is a direct factor
in [0, 1[, and there is a decomposition [0, 1[=R(q)_1, where 1 is a
subgroup of [0, 1[. Let TR(q) be the projection [0, 1[  1. Since for all u
and u$ in T, we have (1&Re u } u$)2 } ((1&Re u)+(1&Re u$)), we get
that if
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( f (aqr) e(:(/) } aqr))
and
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( f (aqr) e(:$(/) } aqr))
converge, then
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re(e((:$(/)&:(/)) } aqr)))
converges, and so, we have :$(/)=:(/) mod R(q). This gives that the
function G  T defined by /  e(TR(q)(:(/))) is a continuous character on
G , and so, there exists an element : such that e(TR(q)(:(/)))=/(&:) for all
/ of G .
Now, we remark that
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( f (aqr)) e(:(/) } aqr))<+
is equivalent to
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( f (aqr)) e(TR(q)(:(/)) } aqr))<+,
which can be written
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( f (aqr))&: } aqr))<+,
and a result of I. Z. Ruzsa [16] gives that there exists a sequence An in G
and a probability measure & on G such that the sequence of measures
1qm nqm $( f (n)&:n&Am) converges vaguely to the measure &.
A direct application of Lemma 1 gives that the sequence of measures
1[x] nx $( f (n)&:n&ALog q(x)) converges vaguely to the measure &. Hence
we have:
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Proposition 2. If G is compact, the implication (a) O (b) of Theorem 3
holds true with r0=0.
(2) Step 2: G=R.
In this case, we shall prove
Proposition 3. If G=R, the implication (a) O (b) of Theorem 3 holds
true with r0=0.
Proof of proposition 3. We remark that for all t in R, there exists an
:(t) such that
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
|1&e(t } f (aqr)&:(t) } aqr)| 2<+.
Coquet’s Theorem gives that
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
|1&e(t } f (aqr)&t } af (qr))| 2<+,
and so, we have a fortiori
:
+
r=0
|1&e(t } ( f (qr+1)&qf (qr)))| 2<+.
An immediate consequence is that +r=0 | f (q
r+1)&qf (qr)| 2<+.
Now we remark that we have
} :
+
r=0
( f (qr+1)&qf (qr))
qr+1 }
2
\ :
+
r=0
|( f (qr+1)&qf (qr)|
qr+1 +
2
\ :
+
r=0
( f (qr+1)&qf (qr))2+_\ :
+
r=0
1
q2 } (r+1)+ ,
by the CauchySchwartzBouniakowski inequality.
This shows that the series
:
+
r=0
( f (qr+1)&qf (qr))
qr+1
is convergent. But this means exactly that Limr  + f (qr)qr exists. We
denote this limit by :. We have
:
+
r=1
( f (qr+k)&qf (qr+k&1))
qr
=:qk& f (qk),
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and so, we get that
:
+
k=1
(:qk& f (qk))2
= :
+
k=0 \ :
+
r=1
( f (qr+k)&qf (qr+k&1))
qr +
2
 :
+
k=0 \ :
+
r=1
( f (qr+k)&qf (qr+k&1))2
qr +_\ :
+
r=1
1
qr+
\ :
+
r=1
1
qr+_\ :
+
k=0
:
+
r=1
( f (qr+k)&qf (qr+k&1))2
qr +
\ :
+
r=1
1
qr+_\ :
+
N=1
:
r1
k+r=N
k0
( f (qN)&qf (qN&1))2
qr +
\ :
+
r=1
1
qr+_\ :
+
N=1
( f (qN)&qf (qN&1))2_\ :
r1
k+r=N
k0
1
qr++ ,
and this gives that there exists some constant C such that
:
+
r=1
(:qr&f (qr))2C } :
+
N=1
( f (qN)&qf (qN&1))2.
Now, this implies that
:
+
r=0
|1&e(t(:qr& f (qr)))| 2<+,
and a consequence is that
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
|1&e(ta(:qr& f (qr)))| 2<+.
Since we have also
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
|1&e(t } f (aqr)&t } af (qr))| 2<+,
we deduce that
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
|1&e(t( f (aqr)&:aqr))| 2<+.
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This gives us that the sequence of real-valued random functions fy&(t)&
:ty& is essentially convergent, which means that there exists a sequence An
in R and a probability measure & on R such that the sequence of measures
1qm nqm $( f (n)&:n&Am) converges vaguely to the measure &. Lemma 1
gives that the sequence of measures 1[x] nx $f (n)&:n&ALog q (x)) converges
vaguely to the measure &.
(3) Step 3: G contains an open compact subgroup K.
In this case, we shall have:
Proposition 4. If G contains an open compact subgroup K, the implication
(a) O (b) of Theorem 3 holds true.
Proof of Proposition 4. Let Ik be the characteristic function of K,
defined by Ik(t)=1 if t # K, 0 if not. We denote by Ik@(/) the Fourier trans-
form of Ik
Ik@(/)=|
G
Ik(t) } / (t) dM(t)=|
K
/ (t) dMK (t),
where dMk is the translation invariant measure induced by dM on K.
Since dMk is translation invariant, for every u in K, we have
|
K
/ (t) dMK (t)=|
K
/ (t+u) dMK (t+u)=|
K
/ (t+u) dMK (t)
=|
K
/ (t) / (u) dMK (t)=/ (u) |
K
/ (t) dMK (t),
and this gives that (1&/ (u)) } Ik@(/)=0 for all / in G and all u in K. This
implies that Ik@(/)=0 if /  K=, =M(K) if / # K =, where K= denote the
orthogonal of K, which is a compact open subgroup of G .
We remark now that, since
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re /( f (aqr)&af (qr)))<+,
the product
‘
+
k=0 }
1
q
:
q
a=1
/( f (aqk)&af (qk))}
2
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converges on K=, and by Lemma 2, we deduce that, on K=,
:
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re /( f (aqr)&af (qr)))C
for some constant C, and so, we get
0|
K= \ :
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
(1&Re /( f (aqr)&af (qr)))+ dm(/)C } |K= dm(/).
By Lebesgue’s Theorem, this gives
0 :
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
|
K =
(1&Re /( f (aqr)&af (qr))) } dm(/)C } |
K =
dm(/)=
C
M(K)
,
and so, by Fourier Inversion formula, we obtained that
0 :
+
r=0
:
q
a=2
1&Ik( f (aqr)&af (qr))
M(K)

C
M(K)
,
This implies that there exists some r0 such that, for all rr0 , Ik( f (aqr)&
af (qr))=1, 2aq, which gives as a special case that for rr0 , we have
f (qr+1)&qf (qr) # K, and so, we deduce that for Nr0 ,
:
N&1
r=r0
( f (qr+1)&qf (qr)) } qN&1&r # K.
This means that we have
qN :
N&1
r=r 0
(q&(1+r) } f (qr+1)&q&(1+r) } qf (qr)) # K.
i.e., qN N&1r=r 0 (q
&(1+r) } f (qr+1)&q&r } f (qr)) # K, and the result is that, for
Nr0 , we have
f (qN)&q (N&r0)f (qr 0) # K.
Now, since for all rr0 , Ik( f (aqr)&af (qr))=1, 2aq, we deduce
immediately that for all k0, and a such that 0aq&1, we have
f (aqk+r0)&aqkf (qr0) # K, and this implies that the q-additive function fr0(n)
defined by fr0(n)=f (q
r0 } n)&f (qr0) } n is a K-valued q-additive function.
Now, we remark that the inequality
:
+
rr0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re[/( f (aqr)) } e(:(/) } aqr)])<+
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can be expressed in a different way, since we have
:
+
rr 0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re[/( f (aqr)) e(:(/) } aqr)])
= :
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re[(/( fr0(aq
r)+ f (qr 0) } aqr)) } e(:(/) } aqr+r0)])
= :
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re[[/( fr 0(aq
r)] } (/( f (qr0) } aqr) } e(:(/) } aqr+r 0))])
= :
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re[(/( fr0(aq
r)) } [[/( f (qr0) } e(:(/) } qr0)]aqr]]),
and denoting by e(u(/)) the expression (/( f (qr0)) } e(:(/) } qr0)), we get that
:
+
r=0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re[/( fr0(aq
r)) } e(u(/) aqr)])<+.
Since fr0 is a K-valued q-additive function, we use Proposition 2 and this
gives that there exists some : and a sequence An in K, a probability
measure & on K, such that the sequence of measures 1[x] nx
_$( f r 0(n)&:n&A Log q(x)) converges vaguely to the measure &. Now if we
replace fr0(n) by its value f (q
r 0 } n)&f (qr 0) } n, we get that 1[x] nx
_$( f (qr0 } n)&(:+ f (qr0)) } n&A Log q (x)) converges vaguely to the measure &, and
this is the expected result.
(4) Step 4: G is a product of two groups.
We shall prove
Proposition 5. If the implication (a) O (b) of Theorem 3 holds true in
a group G1 and in a group G2 , it holds true in the product group G=G1 } G2 .
Proof of Proposition 5. The hypothesis gives that if / # G , then we have
/=/1 } /2 where /1 (resp. /2) is a character of G1 (resp. G2). Now, for i=1, 2,
we know that for some :i in Gi and some non-negative integer ri , the series
:
+
r0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /i ( f (aqr+r i)&aqr:i)), i=1, 2,
are convergent. We define \ by \=r1&r2 , and assume that \0. Then we
get that
:
+
r0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /2( f (aqr+r1)&:2 } aqr+\))<+
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and
:
+
r0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /1( f (aqr+r1)&:1 } aqr))<+.
This implies that
:
+
r0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re(/1/2( f (aqr+r 1)) / 1(:1 } aqr)) / 2(:2 } aqr+\)<+,
and denoting by : the element (:1 , :2 } q\) of G, we get that for every / # G ,
we have
:
+
r0
:
q&1
a=0
(1&Re /( f (aqr+r1)&: } aqr))<+.
By Lemma 3, there exists a sequence An in G and a probability measure &
on G such that the sequence of measures 1[x] nx $( f (n } q r1)&:n&A Log q (x))
converges vaguely to the measure &.
(5) Last step: G is a general locally compact abelian group.
We use the fact that G can be written Rm_5 where 5 contains an open
compact subgroup K. By Proposition 5, it is sufficient to prove the implica-
tion (a) O (b) of Theorem 3 for Rm and 5. But in the case of Rm, by
Proposition 5 it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 for R. This is done, by
Proposition 3. For 5, this is done by Proposition 4.
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.
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